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"SCIEN"CE "W"IT::S:: FRAC'J]ICE-" 
VOL. VI.I IOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, AMES, IOWA, JULY, -1878. [NO. V. 
LITERARY. 
()LASS SONG. 
LHuug at tlH-' ,Junior Kxhihition: wonls hy Prof. VVyun, a11d !llllSi(' hy Prof. Fox.l 
Onr spints uow iu high eommm1e, 
Each other ple<l:,;·iug well; 
Immortal measnrP shall attlllw, 
.\ml lligh emotions swell; 
The soul, the soul, is strong to do, 
An<l swift to bo1m<l away; 
The go()(l, the beautiful, the true, 
\VP offPr you to-<lay. 
Cnom_-s: 
2 
Corne throw away all anxious care, 
Nor pledge the flowing howl. 
A feast of reason we will share, 
Aud joyons flow of soul. 
The costliest comforts men may seek, 
The highest lwnon, lin<l, 
A.re simple, beggarly, and bleak, 
Without a cultured mind. 
The kingly honors we extol, 
Are all in truth combined; 
The high investiture of soul. 
True royalty of mind. 
TH:E LONELINESS OF GJ,}NIUS. 
:F'irst-prize Ora,t-,ion at fntPr-Htat,l' (~ontrn.;t,, l1y En. A. BAXc'HOFT. of Knox 
Colh-•ge, OalPshnrg·, Illinois. 
1 m,ects swarm; tht' lion forages alone. :-;wallows consm t 
in myriads; the comlor dwells companionless in thP awflll soli-
tudes of the Conlillera:-;. "' eakness warn with tlwmmuds; 
might liattles a Goliath. Littlt>n<-1ss i:-; gregarious; great11t'SH is 
solitary. The grarnl<-1st rnalization of eivilize<l sociPty b the 
man of genius. !Tis ill(livhlnality iH of the most <li:-;tinctive 
tyµe, all(] by its vPry i11te1rnity 1wcessitatm; his insulation. But 
what is gen ins i' What i:-; life'_I ( 'all it tnmsce1ulent mental 
power-intensit~' of the i11tuitin, arnl inventive faculties; say 
that it is of the heart, innate, ;soul-born, incomrnnni<~ablP. Bnt 
is that all '.I 
- ---- -------- ---~ 
liness in me11 of gt~11im;. Au almost nec<-1ssary concomitant--
the pecnliar 1,harm of loft~, intellects, as of m01mtain peaks-is 
solitariness. W,•rp the lnmdretl Alpine s111mHits <-1qnally ele-
vatP<l, :\Tout Blam· would little m1gage the poet':,; pen or the 
touriRt's eye. Bnt, peerless ancl elondwrapt, he towern in cold 
:-;ublimity to compa11i011ship with the stars. ~o genins, upborne 
by a faith that gaws 1tpon the ineffable, lwlds lofty communio!1 
with th<-1 nni n•rnal :-.on l a hove arnl aronrnl it . 
Think of the Prophet at IIoreh; the royal Buddha in the 
caves of fndia; the 1livine DantP mmdt>riug like the shade of 
an unlmriml Oreek; Gibbon wi,avi11g his chaplet of immortelles 
by the lonely waters of Leman, and Byron gathering on the 
desnted shores of the "Egean tlw jlwrnls which tocday glitter in 
the diaLlem of his fame. < lh ! the solitude of great minds I 
How they slnm tlrn crowd aml seek peace and inspiration amid 
the solemn beauties awl lone sublimities of nature. They wan-
der through ·' the pathless wood;" they linger on the wave-
washed beach, awed and thrilled by the deep anthems of the 
sea; they stand alone npon the moirntain tops, and hear unter-
ritied the voice of stonns. 'Tis a voice of nature-they know it 
well. Like the eagle, the Oioros-tlte "lonetlyer "-of the 
Greek:-;, tlwy gaze with 1111di1111ned eyes upon the sun of truth. 
This is the loneliness of genius. Or, rather, it is the expression, 
the outward symbol, of an inherent isolation, which often is 
hidden, yet is part, a:-; well as characteristic of all genius. Like 
Burns, the man of genius may mingle in the busiest scenes of 
life-at tlie plow with simple peasants, at the board of Edin-
burgh's nohility-~•et his soul is ever" like a star and llwells 
apart." He :-;tarnlH--
" A nwng them bnt not of them: in a shroml 
Of tho11g-J1ts which are not their thoughts." 
::\' eitltPr craving their applaw;e, nor fearing their displem;-
11re, hP is sPlf-co11taiiw1l without arrogance, elevated without 
haughtiness. l<san1e1l withont perlantry, supnior yd ,vithont 
vanity. Beings <if a nobler faith-they seem ambassadors or 
visitors from the <·ourts of a higlwr ;;phere, and are estranged 
from tlJp world lly tlw JlP<·uliarity of their 11ature a,]1(1 their rnis-
,.;ion. ThP lanreatP of loneli1wss was the youthful l'ihdley. His 
eye tanght th,• light of a 1·omi11g ,lawn, aml his soul thP freedom 
of a looke1l-for age. His lifo was wed to the interpretation of 
the soul within, and the g-rarnler soul aro1111d him. He wor-
shippe<l nature, ofttimes lieard "th<' ;;till, sa<l musiP of lnnna11-
The mirnl perceives, the heart feels-awl the whole being ity." Beside him place the unpoetic, ternler-hParted Lincoln. 
vilJl"ates with the puhmtions of the grPat truth or strmig pas- , Iii,; 1hwp, sail Pyes arnl Jlemlive honrH gavP many a token of a 
,;ion, struggling mightily to the birth. Tlwn genius, by a corn- loneliness, hi1l1len from the i,opular eye, yPt real and pathetic 
mon instinct of nat11re in travail, withdraws from .tllt' mnlti- he~·ornl i•xprt>ssion. llis wa~ a diaraeter grandly sim]Jle. 
tude, and in silence arnl in solitll(le, iHswatheH thP hrigltt l'neonscious :t1Hl ,;pontaneorn,, yet vigoro11s and hrnn•, it is the 
children of its soul. ::\'ot in courts, nor palaet>s, nor coteries of n10;;t 1tni1p1e, solibtr~· arnl l>r,autifnl in our history. 
the learned, are deep<!St en10tions folt or n11lH>di<•ll, grawlest The peenliarly 1leli<"at<· mental eonstitution nf genius, 
truth:-; discovere1l, or :mhlimest conceptio11s begotten or horn; espedall~· if Pnvirone1l h~- 1111propitions intlnences, is a11other 
hut from Kinai's :,lopes awl tlw :,hores of Oenesaret, from the an<l a frpquPnt cause of intense lonesomenPss. Lord Byron's 
9ltamher of blindness in London and the felon's cell at Be<lfonl, 111i,;,111throp~· and alienation ill11strates this. His life waH made 
have come the revelations that bless rnankirnl. _up of tl1P wi1lest awl wil<lest extrernes and antagonisms. His 
Enwrson Kays: "Veracity <lerives from iustinct an<l marks· 11at11re warred with itf, envirm1n1t•11ts, arnl his e11vir011mentR 
superiority in organization.'" :-;o we may sa~·: J,m1eli11eHH 
derives from nature, aud marks superiority in endowment and 
delicacy in organism. These we conceive to be the main factors 
in the loneliness of genins-anrl shall Ro consider them. 
~uperiority of endowment-the tirst and chief cause of lone-
1110ekrid hi:- 11at1trP .. The ;,prings of hiK life were early embit-
ten!d, and lw felt alone in a hostile world. Horn amill eneniies, 
he rlied amitl strangers. A lyre so tinely strnug could not be so 
rong!tl.v swept awl no string be broken. Think of om· wander-
ing pleiad of poeKy, the Byron of .\.merica. 'IVith the frrnpera-
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ment of a delicate girl, he struggled with- the coarse natures of 
a great city. He was a frail and beautiful exotic amid the 
sharp thistles, stunted pines, and gnarled oaks of a northern 
clime-a trembling fawn among the uncouth denizens of the 
farm yard. Early and sadly Poe died as he had lived-alone; 
and the brightest star in American literature went out in dark-
ness. 
But these men of genius are insulated more by their fineness 
of mental mechanism and their superlative sensitiveness than 
by the rough treatment of the world. And this utter absence 
of sympathy is often their heaviest and keenest grief. Gray's 
epitaph says-
" He gained from heaven-'twas all he wished-a friend." 
Ah! that is it! Admirers, patrons, flatterers, they all have 
these; but how few have friends. And without intelligent 
sympathy, genius is as much alone in the thoroughfares or par-
lors of a metropolis, as by by the sullen crater of LEtna, or the 
voiceless shores of the Arctic sea. 
But isolation not only results from the nature, but enhances 
the power of genius. It concentrates and matures intellect and 
imagination; it deepens and intensates every motion; it makes 
the soul self-centred and self-directed, and it counteracts the 
enervating and dispersive influence of society. The one law of 
society is "Conform," and against it the unconscious spontane-
ity of genius must rebel. 
Society discusses grave topics flippantly, or considers trivial 
subjects seriously. Only to itself does the soul tell its inmost 
thoughts, convictions and emotions. Moore and Coleridge and 
Dickens, by joining too often in the dissipations of Rociety, 
undoubtedly diminished the strength and vigor of their genius, 
and brought their grand careers to an untimely close. 
Although the influence of mental isolation is highly favor-
able to intellectual development, it is often detrimental to dis-
position and character. Melancholy is the form it commonly 
assumes. To the youthful genius, the tendencies to doubt and 
despondency are almost irresistible. His mind, at first forceful, 
buoyant, and original, soon feels the conservatisms of the world 
pressing upon and confining it like the fabled iron shroud. He 
fancies himself a young Enceladus beneath an LEtna of out-
grown forms. If he suhmits, as to the inevitable, he sinks into 
a gloomy pessimism, in whose firmament there shines no star. 
If he resists, his misfortunes beget a bitter defiance of mankind 
and a scornful indifference to their affairs. He is the cynic, or 
the misanthrope-the Diogenes or the 'rimon. 
But it is when men of genius escape these phases of solita-
.1iness, and reach the sphere of a grander, nobler, purer loneli-
ness, that they attain to the ideal. When, forgetting the enmi-
ties of the present, they calmly await the glory of the future; 
when they exchange the mantle of selfish loneliness for the garb 
of philanthropy; when from the misery, the exile, the dungeon, 
or the scaffold to which an ungrateful people has consigned 
them, there comes a voice of prayer-" Forgive them, for they 
know not what they do "-ah! then their genius transcends 
humanity-becomes divine. How sublime their silence before 
their accusers! "'hat can they say to the ignorant and the 
superstitious 'f Stand by Socrates and Bruno and feel the utter 
folly of speech. "And when He was accused of the priests and 
elders, He answered nothing; insomuch that the governor mar-
velled greatly." 
One closing thought seems voiced from the subject we have 
discussed. It is the ministry of genius to the children of men. 
Not useless are these God-made men, on whom abides "the 
light that never was on sea or laiid." Though dwelling com-
panionless and high, yet are they apostles of good to the mill-
ions who tread the lowliest vales of earth. The else too somhre 
web of life they brighten with threads of purple and gold. Into 
dull souls they breathe a quickening spirit. To the groveling 
and earth-bound they!are angels of a nobler and better life. 
Interpreters of deepest mysteries, they hold ajar for us the doors 
of the ineffable. Heralding all grandest truths, they are the 
pioneers of civilization, the exponents and prophets of that 
Golden Age for which humanity waits. 
STURM UND DRANG. 
Pll<H'. W. H. WYNN. 
It was said of Byron that he was the saddest wreck of a 
disappointed age. A millennium of democratic institutions it 
was thought had dawned upon the world, hut the prospective 
thousand years of the French Revolution turned out to he 
almost literally a day. ·Philosophy, too, had driveled out; and 
the ravings of maniacs, and the lawless surfeitings of social 
fanatics had all alike been quelled in the despair that had fallen 
like a shadow upon the heart of our modern world. 
To know the condensed gall of Byron's misanthropy, we 
must understand the French Revolution, and know what it is 
for the whole civilized world to lie in an eclipse. Now and 
then a nation is cheated, and vast bodies of men are stricken 
with blindness and go groping as if their past were a shadow, 
and their future an interminable hlank. But in those days 
"when Europe had its Mirabeaus, and Byrons, and Napoleons, 
and innumerable red-flaming meteors shaking pestilence from 
their hair," defeat, sad, inglorious defeat, was the one all-pros-
trating blight upon the energies of men. 1Vhat was necessary 
but to set up democracy, and all the ills o( mankind would be 
suddenly healed. With king-craft must go priest-craft, and all 
the old trumpery of the Middle Ages must be swept pell-mell 
into the Htyx. 
Democracy! democracy! that was to he the palingenesis of the 
ages. Divine philosophy now was to have a voice, and Rousseau 
was to be its high-priest. Religion must be buried and God 
become a myth. Old things must pass away and all things 
become new-new under the alchemy of the National Assembly 
of 178!). Paris was the seething-pot of the Revolution, but all 
round the horizon the nations wern looking with anxious eyes 
to this lurid, awful center. Good men, profound statesmen, 
sanguine philosophers, eager poets, believed in the movement-
,v ordsworth, Coleridge, Schiller, Grethe; and poor ,v ordsworth 
went so far as to plunge right into the cauldron of these mighty 
fermentations, and escaped from the continent a disappointed 
hut a wiser man. 
Now, it is the habit of the world to hand over its baffling 
problems of social order and disappointed aspiration, to the 
poets and religious prophets. Not to science, not to philosophy 
do such issues belong. The poets will solve them in proportion 
as the voice of eternity finds echo in their souls. The poet, as 
Mr. Carlyle insists, must see the heart of things or he has no 
right to the name. In chaos he must see the coming cosmos-
the universal must spring up at the glance of his insight fnim 
the perplexity in which the individual lingers, or he is no 
prophet, and might as well drop his harp in Babel's stream. 
Byron was not :i,deqnate to this task. Grethe was. All the 
great poets of the time essayed the wondrous theme. Over 
them all the blight of disappointment fell like a pall. They all. 
more or less" dipped their pens into the gloom of earthquake 
and eclipse." ]3yrou's genius was not broad enough to find exit 
from the blackness of the hour. ,vordsworth, Coleridge, 
Schiller, above all Grethe, soared above the awful paralysis that 
had settled upon Europe. Read the earlier works of those great 
German poets, "The Robbers" of 8chiller, for example, which 
in a saner mood he characterized as "a monster for which fort-
unately there was no original." Read "'fhe Sorrows of young 
·werther," by Grethe, a work that captivated the young Napol-
eon while on his Egyptian campaign. It is "the cry of a dim-
rooted pain," says Carlyle, to which "heart and voice all over 
Eurove loudly and at once responded." But it brought no. 
light; it was the madness of the Sturm ilnd JJrang. Byron ! 
poor devil-driven Byron! He saw no light, and was incapable 
of seeing any light. Read his "Manfred," his "Cain, a Mystery," 
his "Don ,Juan,"-everywhere there is a fruitless cry from the 
depths of an unfathomable despair. 
Not unfathomable after all. It is said that Grethe was the · 
poet of the universe, and that Byron was the poet of the incli-
vidual. Who in that age was it that could rise above the social 
chaos and speculative darkness into which the whole European 
mind had settled ? "rho can see what is left from the devasta-
tions, and political fanaticisms, and wild frenzy of those desper-
ate but baffled forces that swept all over the world in the wars 
of the French Revolution 'f Ile is the true prophet. He is 
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endued with a special mission to he a leader of his race; and 
this distinction belongs preeminently to Grnthe. In Byron we 
hear the subterranean cry as of the ghost in Hamlet, "swear ! 
swear!" In Grnthe we hear the All-Father assuring MepJ1lsto-
les that "the good man in his dark wanderings would tincl out 
the right way." Grnthe seemed to quiet the elements with 
the simple maxim: "Try to understand yourself and things in 
general." 
"THE HEART SEES F AiiTHER THAN THE 
HEAD." 
W. M. SCOTT. 
Among all the ruling powers that shape human conduct, 
thought and feeling stand out in bold relief. Though inti-
mately interwoven and incapable of complete separation, the 
charact•wistics of each may he examined and their power to a 
large extent measured. 
Thought, though often hampered by smToundings and 
shorn of its power hy prejudice and sti.perstition, is independent 
and far-reaching. It is man's true source of power-the scep-
tre, the wielding of which constitutes him the ruler of nations. 
It is the instrument by which truth is sifted from falsehood; 
theories proposed and rejected; time-honored customs scanned 
and overthrown; admitted principles examined and proven 
false; creeds of faith investigated, questioned, an(l denied. By 
the searching, discriminating power of thought the castle of 
superstition is demolished, the stronghold of ignorance disman-
tled, and the mind set free. Rut thought is more than an 
engine of Llestrnctiou; it is the founder of all philosophy, the 
builder of all that marks the true progress of mankind. It has 
established anLI maintained the wisest and best governments 
the world ha:, known-has opened to man and permitted him to 
view with the scientist's eye the exq nisite formation of Nature's 
kingdom. 'l'hought familiarizes man with the useful, as well as 
the fine arts, and unfolds and verifies the laws of Science; 
records the history of both nature and man, and this history 
becomes the guiding-star of future ages. 'l'hought reveals to us 
the powers and laws of mind; discourses in the profound syllo-
gism; fathoms the depths of philosophy; with intelligent hands 
seeks to unravel the mysteries of life and Divinity. 'l'hought 
"may devise means to murder or to bless, to steal or to bestow;" 
but when directed by :,entiment it destroys the Lmse, the false, 
and builds up the noble, the true. "\Vhile it overrides and tram-
ples down falsity, and sweeps as a consuming fire over tields of 
error long reverenced as truth, it erects upon the ruins the most 
enduring structures reared by man, and sows the devastated 
fields with seeds of precious truth. 
Thought, independent, ,;elf-sustained, reigns alone-walks 
unaided through the world and guitles all else by its sovereign 
power. And he that is governe,l hy thought obeys a higher 
power, displays higher motives, is imbued with a more endur-
ing enthusiasm than lw that bows to any other master. He is 
endowed with a genius more acute and universal, a grasp of 
mind and depth of soul more comprehensive and exalting, a 
mental power more overwlwlming, that can bend all things to 
its will. 
I3ut while Wt:' thus exalt thought, we must not forget that 
the feelings of the heart have their function in the 111:iman econ-
omy. ]3y means of them man has his joys and griefs, his loves and 
hates, his hopes and fears. By them he is cheered, encouraged, 
fired with zeal; feels the triumph of victory, or sinks beneath the 
weight of despair; is enabled to feel the nobility of life, to compre-
hend his true mission here. The feelings, though largely depend-
ent upon thought, deal with a part of man that thought is unable 
to reach. 'l'he lofty se1itiments, the pure conscience, the tender. 
emotions, that make man more than a reasoning machine, lift 
his being to a higher plane. stir his mind with greater thoughts, 
fill his soul. with nobler aspirations_. These all lie beyond the 
reach of thought. 'fhought may exert her most potential sway, 
but the most powerful elements to stir men's souls are the feel-
ings of the heart. Reason guides, but they furnish the impulse, 
spur man on to the h!)roic exertion of all his latent powers, and 
fill his being with an all-conquering energy. 
It is a fundamental law that enlightened intellect must ' 
bear directing sway, while the sentiments or feelings must be 
given due weight before sound conclusions can he reached. 
'fhere are two opposite· classes in the world-both ignoring this 
law, and both diverging more and more widely from the golden 
mean of truth-the materialists and the superstitious. The 
former persist in recognizing nothing that is not revealed by 
the senses, or disc~vered "by the logarithm, the telescope, the 
microscope, or the crucible;" the latter, with equal or perhaps 
greater absurdity, renou·11ce all scientific learning and reason as 
of the Devil, and rely solely on the untutored feelings, though 
corrupt beyond redempti.on, to reveal to them God's profound 
truths. It is not strange that both these classes -exist. The 
reformers of superstition, without the calibre to stem the tide 
which themselves have set in motion, drift from this strand to 
the other side of the sea tli wreck themselves upon tlle rocky 
coast of materialisn?. If these two classes would study the 
nature of man, inquire into the objects of thought and feeling, 
they would find abundant reason to leave these stormy out-
skirts of truth, and sail into the broad, tranquil waters that lie 
between. The consciousness, the sentiments, the inspiration of 
the soul must he recognized, as well as the reasoning power, ere 
man is an entire being. If reason is ignored, he is a puerile, 
superstitious bundle of inconsistencies and follies; if the senti-
ments, he becomes practically a man without a soul-usually 
devoted to science, but never a true scientist-l1is mind being 
never truly balanced; one side of his nature is abnormally 
developed-the other, dwarfed, starved, despised and all but 
blotted from existence. 
But our attention is claimed hy one more class, distinct 
from these two and more unfortunate than either-numerous 
at the present and an overwhelming majority in the past 
--those that bow neither to reason nor sentiment, never -think 
with half their power, never feel the ennobling sentiments of a 
cultivated soul. Their sovereign rulers are impulse and pas-
sion. They cannot appreciate and will not listen to reason. 
Prejudice supplies the place of judgment. At one moment they 
almost devoutly worship their heroes, and at the next, with 
satanic glee, strike them down and revel in their gore. In the 
g!·eatest days of Home, this class turned from idolizing Pompey 
to deifying Pompey's conqueror, Cresar. Appalled by the 
treacherous murder of their Cresar, they are, in anothei· hour, in 
transports of joy, ready to crown Cresar's murderer. 'l'he artful 
Antony, turns this tide hack again, and the rabble- fall with 
indiscriminate slaughter upon those charged with the crime. 
Coming down to modern times, we find this even surpassed in 
the terrible massacres, the carnivals of blood, the wild confu-
sion of the French Revolution. Here we behold the long-es-
teemed leaders and patriots of France, fleeing for their lives, 
hunted, imprisoned, butchered; }'1;ance drenched with the blood 
of her own citizens, shed by her own hands; the expressed 
determination of the rulers of Paris " to dethrone the King of 
Ilea ven, as well as the monarchs of the earth;" religion and 
the Sabbath abolished by law; the sepulchres of their long-
buried kings destroyed; death declared an eternal sleep. 
In the mad frenzy, reason dethroned and all sentiments of 
morality trampled in the Llust, terror reigned supreme. 
But the worl(l is improving. All say it is growing wiser, 
and if we ponder the records of the past, we must see it is grow-
ing better. To-day no- French Revolution could occur in our 
country, and the same spirit is being infused into other 
nations, and educational interests are being aroused in 
all parts of the old world and the new. As education does her 
work, we may hope for more true dignity of character, more 
subjection of passion and prejudice to reason and sentiment. 
And while this work is being done, let the educated and the 
good breathe thoughts that burn into the hearts of others and 
stir them to nobler life. 
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FUELIS::HED :MONT::HL Y 
HY THJ1: 
FOUR LITERARY SOCIETIES 
OF THE 
Iowa Agricultural College. 
=====-=--=-------___ -___ e ·------=-=-~~-~~==---=---==-=-:==::-..-::~~ - ----------
COl{J'S OF E])ITOitS. 
H. BL'RKE, ]~<litor-in-Chir-f. 
Jl. L. (:1,ENN, 
W. M. SCOTT. : Lit,·rnl'y lh'pt. 
.f. C. H_ AINEH, 1-Sl'i'lltilie IJ,Jt ELLEN HTC '.E, I ~ . t , . t J • 
There are yet many clurng:es to be made; the course of study 
will probably lw still further motlitie!l and impr,>ved. But rev-
olutions work slowly; all cm, not be done at once; yet we trust 
that each term, each year, henceforth in the history of the 
Coll!1ge, may he markf'd by thorough progress. 
.rUNIOU EXHIBITION. 
Tlw ,Junior Exhibition, which iK always looked forward to 
with considf'rable intereKt, came arnl wf'nt, forming the closing 
exf'rcisf's of thf' :,pring tf'nu, on Tues<lay f'Vening, ,July U. Early 
in the day the darkPning clornlK threatenP<l tile cheri:.;hed pros-
pPcts, awl their "garnered fnlh1Pss" bPgm1 to fall as if' in tear-
0. C. FA Yl LLE, .MisePllanPons Dr-pt. 
It. D. Sw 11-'T. 
C.ARIUE CAHTKH, 
BOARD 0~' l)]l{ECTOHS. 
IL JVL\R'l'I N, l'l'Psidt'llt, 
\V. K. ltOBBJNH, Tl'f:'HSll)'('J', 
M. C1.~:A \'ER, 
l)hilt1111atlu•a11. 
Bachelor. 
Cliolian. 
CrPsePnt. 
1 fol sympathy for those who were mulergoing the trying ordeal 
of final examinations. Toward mid-da~-, however, thP examina-
tionK closed, each f:we, aglow with smilPs, bespoke the victory-· 
L. L. JVL\NWABIN<l, 
HATES OF A])\"EltTISl'W. 
one cohrnrn, onf-' vt-ar. 
" four· months, -
(hw-llalf ('Oh1m11, on<• ypar. 
(h1P ~ll'IHl'.f', (lo linPs n01ipari(-"I). t yt>ar, 
BnsinPs,-; Car<ls, 
Ontl linf' lo('al, pPr 1nontl1. 
TEltMS. 
:j,1,~.()() I 
H.00 ' 
!).00 
~.0() 
1.iill 
. 1() 
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" And clondt;d skiPs, thP clom]lpss liro\l'S to vie, 
Dismissed their clomls all(] <:auserl their tPars to dry." 
During thP afternu,m, thP appearallcP of man~' familiar 
faces. that WPl'l1 wont tii gracP thesp halls ill other days, gave 
new life to thP sct~nP, and happy 111Petings prPvailPd. Af'tn tea 
the brass lm1uls of' ,\mes aml thP ( 'ollegP assemlJlecl 011 tlw ter-
rat·P, and hernltlP<l thP <•xp1·t•i;;es of tl!P evening hy :,;pvernl pieces 
of Pxedlent rn11sie. In thP lll!-'all ti11w thf' carriagPH wt,rP roll-
ing i11 frnrn ,\llles aml tlw co1tntr~-. ancl thP ehapel was rapidly 
tilling. Eight o'cloek waK set for thP upenillg honr, lmt befon• it 
.tffi\·ed thP chapel soats WPrP ucc11pied, awl thP d1airn mtrried in 
for tlwsP who came aftnwan!K partial]~, tillPtl tltP aisles, and 
<•rowdPd doKP oil the rostrn111. ~hortly aftt~r thP !-'iglit o'clock 
l>ell ci·ased ringing, thP spPakers t:nterP<l from tht" l'resitlPnt's 
THE past tt·nn Im;; bPPn one of almost 1111_cxamplPd prosperity utticP, eseurtP<l by tlw l'l'f'sitlPnt an,! Prof. ·wynn. As soon as 
for the Agricultural College. There is alway,; a ternlt>ncy to: they wPrP :matPcl 011 till' rnstr1tm, thP choir arnl on•.hestra entered 
magnify the present as disti11guishPtl from tlw past; !mt we throllgh tlw samP <loor, lnl JJ~-- l'rnf. Fox am! Miss Dud!Py. 
think.an impartial view. of the entire hjK,tor:i,r of thP CollPge will They occ1tpiPd a positio11. between tho rostrllm and the Presi-
present llO term in whieh lmtter work has been <lone or more dt'11t's oftice. 
satisfactory re;;ults achievetl. In sev(,ral respects the work of ' ,\K soon as the~· WPrt' sPatetl, thP PresidPnt arose to 
the term has been tlifferent from that of any precetling tPrm. a1111mrnce thP opening of the programmP. It was an imposing 
The thorough revision of the cmuseK of st1ttly cauw into Pffect sce11P. Thl' diapel hall het•n hPautif1tlly decorated during the 
in the spring, all(] aftPr thh, short trial, so far as we know, tltP aften10011. The two <'ori.ntltian colnnms at the edg·e of the ros-
uni venml venlict is Urnt it is a markPd improvPmPnt. Tlwse tn1111 werp \ITPatlH·rl with evPrgTPe11s. The tops of their shafts 
changes have made all 1he courses mon· thorough aiul practical, wPrP c<m!Hicte<l by a hrrnul, evPrgTePn arch, whieh formed it 
aml some of them more clifficult. 'l\'ltile it mll,-;t !Jt' aclrnitted hack-grnund for tlw inscrivtion, "<'lass '70," in largP golrfon let-
that the work has bPPII vPry heavy llJJOJt so111p of thP dassp,-;, 
1 
tPrs, of German text. BrnekPts, vases and tlowern adorned the 
they havP carri<➔d it along in a c0111mPmlahlP mm1uer. While ! walls armmtl the rostrum. Wreaths of PvergTePns encirclPd the 
there has probably heru harder work clou!-' than Pn"r l>PforP, tl1P I dock am! window arehe,-;, \'asps s11s1H'1Hletl in thP will(lows 
health of,the ,~tmlm1ts haR l>een re11rnrkal>ly good. Everything , werP lillPtl with fern,; arnl vines, :tll(l a statne of tlw Gmltless of 
has won1 an air of vigor and thrift. OnP more tlii11g cannot hP l'lPniy Ktooll in a hrtl of flowers 011 the cor11er of thP rnstrum. 
pas:ietl hy mmotice(l, and that i:-; thP good f<celi11g that has 1n·p- The Presitl!-'nt l'PStllllPtlhis t:hair, an,1 l'rnf. \Vynn canrn for-
\'ailetl. 111 thP past the ('ollPgP has at times bet•n 1,omPwlmt wan! to thank the great <¾iver of all our eomforts all(! joys, and 
lloted for 1lisc:onlm1t relations existing Pither anwng thP ,-;tu- to invokP His hle,-;siugs on thP ('olleg(' aml th(' assemhletl nrnlti-
<lents the1rnmlves or hetwPen tlwm arnl the Faculty. It is our t1tcle. Aftpr UtP invocation, the d10ir ascemlt'(l tl1e rostrum, 
happy privilPgP to state nothing of U1e kill(! has beP11 111ani- and tl('livPrP<l the chtsK song, JlllhlishPtl on tirst page, which was 
frstecl tlming thP past term, the KtiHlenh; having· 110 ,liftknlti1,s written b~• Prof. "'ynn eKpeciall_y fur thP occasion. Tlw lwanti-
of monu'11t among tlwrnselv!',-;, aml all c:ooper:tti11g with the I 
Fac11lty to 1n·omote their c:om111011 i11tprest. t.ltP gTowth am! 
wellfan, of tlw CollPg-P. \VP sim:PrPl.v hope that tl1i,-; stat-P of 
thing;; will hP foKtPrecl by all in th<' futm<·, arnl that Uu• I..\.('.: 
has witnPSKP<l hPr last tronhlps from tl1is so11rt·P. 
fol mu,-;ic 11·a:-; an·angP<l h~' Prnf. Fox. 
IIPr!Jnt Osbor11, of Linn t:onuty, was thP first speaker Oil the 
11rngnmmw. "'lwn thP Presitltmt aimm1w:rnl his snhj;,ct, ":\iy1-,-
tn~·," aml callt>d his 11ai11P, :\fr. ()1-,Jmrn ,-;tPpJrn<l forward Yery 
c!t'libt•ratt>I~- all(! a1i<lrn:-;,-;t,tl tJH, a1tdie1l!'t'. His 111ovemp11ts on 
Heeuning· to thP t:011rnP of Ktll(]y arnl pradit'al work, 11·p tht' rostr111u 11·cn· Pas~- all(] gnu:i,ful arnl l1P showPcl no signs of 
wi!l J)]'Pf,we h~' sa~'i11g that tirst-dass ('oilegt•s a-n· not horn an,l <e111liarraKKme11t. ~\lyKtl'n· detenninPK 11s to in<Jniry aml activ-
rP,UP<l in a clay a11~- nwn· th:m was llo11w lntilt i11 a da~-. ,\ ity, ancl opPns our t"~·ps to thP l>Pa11tiflll all(! 1-,11hli11H•. :\Tysteries 
<'ollpgp rn11st havP yi>arn of prnspt•rous growth 1111dn !ht· 11wsl 
carpful :1.11(] jwlieim1s managP111t•11i of its anthoritiP:-;, to attain to 
ibi fulle:,t and broarlPKt IIHf'flll11Ps,-;. This ( 'ollP_l('<' i,-; yd leKs 
than tP11 _\'Pars ohl, iK situatt'd in a nPw :-;tatP with h11t fP\I' 
ac:HlPmies or sm11ii1arieK to bri,!gP tl1e u,-;11:1! ehas111 lwh\"Pl'll tl1P 
conrn10ll ,whoo]:, arnl col lpg·Ps. It wrnilcl 1w aff<>eti ng to dai 111 
that everything iK perfret: !nit we think. a good wmk i;d>l'ing· 
do.;1~·, whiel1 if continllP<l will yet plac:e thP Iowa ,\gricultural 
College at the head of the sci(,11titic i11,-;tit11tions of thP 11·p:-;t. 
are realitit'S. :\l,vths arp th<' pro,hwts of man's imag·ination iii 
PlHlPaYoring to explain tl1ern. :\Ian worships 0111~-- the myHtPrinns, 
and rn>·,-;ten· is the f01m<lati011 nf l'Plig'ion. False relig'ions consist 
in worshiping thP myth and 110t tlw mystery. :-;ci!-'m:e is the prod-
uct of man's neason in Prnleavoringto Pxplain mystery. Reason 
and intuition stand aloM' from the imagination, arnl myths snc-
cnm!J to seiPnc·e. 
II Prn1a11 )ifartin, of Taylor eottnt~,. ,;ucc;;eded Mr. Osborn, 
and deli verntl a tinely written oration in eulogy of '' Melanc• 
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thon." Mr. Martin spoke with more emphasis than did his pred-
ecessor, and even more deliberation, bordering somewhat on 
hesitancy. His production abounded in comparisons and meta-
phors, showing the clearness and mildness of Melancthon's 
influence, the discretion he used in wielding it, and its effect in 
preparing the world for the New Philosophy. 
At the close of Mr. Martin's oration, Miss Genevieve Welch 
favored the audience with a piano solo-" Spanish Dance," by 
Ascher. This difficult piece was reildered in a very beautiful 
manner, and justly merited the loud round of applause. 
G. ,v. WattleSJ of Carroll county, spoke next on "Science." 
Mr. Wattles' delivery was excellent, but lacked a little of the 
vim and energy which has always characterized his speaking. 
His gestures were graceful and appropriate and his appearance 
on tlu:1 stage fine. He made Science the true civilizer, emimer-
ated many of its triumphs, and pointed particularly to those 
which concern so closely our very existence, such as protecting 
the cities of to-day from the visitation of a London plague. Sci-
ence dispells superstition; sickness to-day is not the visitation of 
an angry Deity, but the penalty of violated law. Science lends 
a new eharm to poetry and religion. '.fhe poet is no less inspired 
by a rainbow, when he leams that it is the refracted rays in the 
falling dropK. The trnth which· Science reveal:; teache:; man to 
look heyond to a world of eternal truth. In his journey to that 
world it furnishes him with comfort:; and enjoyment:; by the 
wayside and teaches him to keep step in the path, to the infinite 
harmony of the unseen good to which it leads. 
Miss Carrie ·Uarter, of Cass county, next appeared on the 
rostrum, with "Literature" for her theme. She spoke in a clear, 
distinet, and unaffected manner. Literature is the legitimate 
offspring of intellect;. intellect is the modern standard of great-
ness. In ancient tilileK man's glory culminated in his physical 
nature. The advancement that man has made is due to his 
modern appreciation of intellect. When man makes his third 
and hig~iest natnre the standard of greatness, a greater revolu-
tion will follow. Liberty, Religion aml Art, are all indebted to 
Literature. Science is, as it were, bound in by a great wall, out-
side of which it may come only thrmigh the portals of Litera-
ture. Music and painting are not so dependent upon literature, 
bnt in poetry they find their analogue. 
Frank N. Field, of Wapello county, on the subject of" Art.'' 
Mr. Field spoke rather in an argumentative style and plied his 
short sentences with a snap. Ile showed the dependency of 
science and literature on Art, and the necessity of Art to the 
realization of any good result from either of the other two. 
Science investigates, literature proclaims, but Art and Art 
alone executes. 
'rhe audience were next ente1tainee by Professor Fox's 
orchestra, consisting of l 1rof. Fox and Messrs. Robbins and 
Ahlers with violins, Mr. Wheeler with coronet, and Mr. Arthur 
as pianist. A selection from "Overture to Genevieve" wa.-i beau-
tifully rendered. 
Miss Minnie Sherman, of Chickasaw county, next came 
forward and delivered her oration. It consisted of a very ingen-
ious allegory, representing man as a verh, " 'l.'he Human Verb." 
She definedthe human verb in all its inodes and tenses, active and 
passive, singular and plural. Iler production was short and 
spicy, well delivered and RhP made a very good appearance 011 
the stage. 
1V. M. Scott, of Boon .. county, s11cceeded Miss Sherman. 
His oration, "The Heart Si,p,s ·Farther thau the Head," was 
well df>li vered; we puhlish it in fn ll elsewlwre and it speaks 
for itself. 
Then came a piano clnet-"Overtnre to 1)011 Pasquale" hy 
Misses McHenry ancl l'enniman-a good selection and very 
skillfully executed. 
Miss Genevieve Welch, of l'itory county.responded promptly 
to her name, on the subject "Faces." She spoke clearly and dis-
tinctly, first of general expression of the face then of the differ-
ent parts. The mouth speaks more than artificial language; 
the eye, the window Qf the soul; '.fhe features are not always a 
true indication of charaeter. They may be inherited frOJU one 
parent and have behind them the character of the otner. ' 
Should acquaintance reveal to us that we have formed a; wrong 
opinion of a person at first sight, the features on which that 
opinion was formed will seem to change with it into beai1ty 
and lovliness, or just the reverse. Miss Welch received hhe 
largest shower of bouquets that fell on the rostrum duriQg the 
evening. 
Miss Minnie Beach, of Marshall county, presented the clos-
ing literary production of the exercises. It consisted of an 
original poem on the tragical story of Madam Roland, whi,ch 
the author committed and declaimed in a very entertaining 
manner. 
After the "Song of the Lark" by the choir, Professor Wym1 
came forward and pronol}nced the benediction. President 
Welch then dismissoo the audience and the ,Junior Exhibition 
was ovet. 01i'the whole it was very satisfactory. There w~re· 
no failures nor hesi~ations. Through the energy· and enter-
prise of Prof. Fox, the music was perhaps the best that has ever 
been given at any of the College entertaininents. Nothing 
occurred to mar the pleasures of the evening in the least, and 
the class of '7!J can ever look back with pleasure on' their ,Junior 
Exhibition. 
''Neurology and the Human Soul," is a capital essay, 
printed in pamphlet form, from the L11,thrran Qnarterly, by 
Prof. W. II. Wynn, Ph. D., of the State .Agricultural College, 
Ames, Iowa. It is especially directed as an answer to ,;01ne 
speculations of Mr. G. H. Lewes, in his "Physical Basis of 
Mind." '.fhe refutation is complete. 'J'he method and the man-
ner are also admirable. ·• Micruscopie theories," says Lotz, 
with a touch of sarcasm, "have an average of five years dun'.&-
tion." However that may be, is it not the extreme nu-scientific 
presumption for one, whatever the range of his scientific attain-
ments, to first set aside as baseless and delusive the facts of per-
somtl free will, as affirmed by the universal consciousness of 
men, and then build a theory of human life and activities upon 
some new notion of the nerve-cell? As Prof. Wynn pertine1itly 
asks: "What shall we make of his speculations, and with what 
tone of authority can they be promulgated, when installed with 
the following remarkable confession: 'When we reflect lfow 
completely the modern views of the nervous system, and of !the 
phyiological, pathologicad and psychological '.explanations 
based on these views, are dominated hy the currefi't·-•tkJl'f!ol of 
the nerve-cell, it is of the last importance that we should fairly 
face the fact, that at present our knowledge even of the struct-
ture of the nerve-cell is extremely imperfect; and our knowl-
edge of the part it plays-its anatomical relations, and its f unc-
tional relations-is little more than guess-work.' A frank 
acknowledgement, but strangely inconsistent with the confi-
dent ancl imperious tone in which the conclusions of this school 
are generally announced! "-Advance. 
CLIPPINGS. 
Professor: " Can you multiply together concrete,num bers J" 
The class are uncertain. Prof.: "What will be the product of 
five apples multiplied hy six potatoes?" Fre.v~. <triumphant-
ly): "Hash!" 
Snodkirt.v, (in trepidation to a certain eminent professor): 
I beg your"pardon, sir, hut have I got through your examina-
tion 't Eminent professor, (ahsently, hut kindly): Oh, yes-yes 
--very creditably intlee1l. Wl;at is yom name sir:' (Fact.) 
At a reeitation in ancient history, an auhurn-haired student, 
tempted thereto by the assertion that "the Egyptians were in 
the habit of sacrificing red-headed girls to the devil," puts the 
question: " What did they do with the red-headed boys?" and 
the professor answered unto him: "They supposed they would 
go there of their own accord.'' 
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"NEUROLOGY AND THE HUMAN SOUL." 
An article having the above beading appeared in. tlie April 
number of the Lutheran Qum·terly and was honored by an 
extended notice in the AURORA. It may he regarded as a rep-
resentative article written by a representative man, and hence 
it will not be improper to examine the arguments used some-
what minutelv. In the article referred to, the word soul is 
used, in au ca;es, as a synonym for mind. The paper seems to 
us to have been written to prove that no good can ever result 
from investigations upon the structure, nature, or action of the 
brain or its conduits the ner_ves, with respect to the mind or its 
powers. On the contrary, the writer appears to hold that the 
metaphysician in his study can evolve from his consciousness 
all the fa~ts and materials nec~ssary to a complete uncierstal1d-
ing of that ~0_11,derful force. We hope _to show, in the first 
place, that the position was not sustained; and, secondly, that 
the sciences of physiology and physics ~a,ve already made many 
solid addition~ to our knowledge in regard to the mode of action 
of the mind and the nervous system. ~ays the author of the 
article: "Let us get some impreg11°able position iu the ac-
knowledged vastness of the spiritual powers of the soul. * * 
In a sense unquestionably true it may lle said that every man 
carries within himself a measure of being, inconceivably greater 
than that wl;ich is concentrated in all the rmns and all the star.~ 
with which this physical nn-lverse i.~ teeming." The itaUcs are 
mine. 'fhis is one of Urn "impregnable positions," on which is 
based· an article of twenty pages. 'fhe author of the "impreg-
nable pmiitions " has measured his words well. He says evPry 
man carri~s within himself a '' measnre of being," greater than 
all thE! suns stars, etc., of the physical universe. It is always 
hard to, ar~ue with one who uses terms which have no well 
defined meaning, but we shall assume that "measure of being" 
means mind and nothing else. Now, what are we to under-
sta~ :py this? How can we measure "soul" or mind in terms. 
of the." ~orces and magnitudes" of the physical world? Is there 
any common measure or character by which one can be fairly 
COlU,l)ared with the other ? Have you finally solved the problem 
as to the, real IJ,ature of force i, · Have you examined the "suns 
or thesta;rs,". and (lJitermined their nature? No. Have you 
fou~4,.tpe• essence of m.ind? No. 'rhen why affiFm in high-
SO,!;l}.l!:\lll-lftWOfds that mind is the superior agent '( 'fhe pheno~-
en!J,. c;if thfl mind are marvelous. The phenomena of the phys1_-
cal fm:ces are no les~ .. inexplicable. What right, however, have 
we f~r-saying that one is, superioi.· to the other? If I should 
assl\me that a cube is largei· than a rectangle, or a triangle 
greater than a straight line, no one • would understand me. 
These magnitudes are incommensurable. 'fhus with the forces 
of mind and nature so far as their results are concerned. With 
reference to their relations we will say more hereafter. It is so 
customary to allow writers. on .spi,ritual things to make sweep-
ing asserti;ms without questioning them that it may seem 
impropei; to analyze these · st:tteinents and test their real 
~~. . 
But when an article is written intended to prove soniething, 
in which Tyndalhu1d Huxley are acetised of Fetichism it is no 
more than-faii"to give it'a thorough sifting. It seems to t1s that 
these broad 1mfounded statements have a strong flavor of Im-
man vanity. They flatter men, and the world loves flattery. As 
an "impregnable position" however, we leave the reader to judge 
of their value, 
· But the author of Neurology and the Human Soiil states a 
few propositions to make the matter clear. He says: "Howeve~ 
vast these physical forces may be, the soul of man is destined to 
have them in subjection, either as objects of knowledge or as 
instruments of use. Now, beyond all question, it requires more 
being to subdue than to be subdued. The mind of man is evi-
dently making the conqnest"of this wo,-ld. * * But how can 
be subdue nature' ·unless he be greater than it?" Here, then, 
we are told that mind has finally conquered the forces of the uni-
verse. Somewhere we have read of a philosopher who" harnessed 
the lightning and chained the thunderbolt." We had always 
supposed, up to this moment, that such expressions were mere 
figures of speech intended for stage deli very and oratori~al 
effect. "\Ve are aware that much l1as been discovered about 
nature and nature's forces; but when one affirms that man has 
"subdued nature," or even discovered all the laws of nature, he 
either does not mean what he says or he fails to comprehend 
the real character of scientific research. First, it should be re-
marked that science does not pretend to know anything about 
the essence of force. It only considers the effects of the natural 
forces. · Again, the more the fields of knowledge are opened up 
the more the unknown land looms up in the distance. Science 
has been likened nnto the surface of a s.phere which is cont.inn-' 
ally expanding. The surface increases as the square of the· 
radius. So, if we double the amount of knowledge on any sub-
ject we touch upon four times as much more unknown land. 
But, even assuming that man has discovered all the mysteries 
of this universe, has he in any sense conquered or "subdued" 
them ? The terrible cyclones, tornadoes, and hurriciines of recent 
date are sad examples of the utter weakness and helplessness of 
men when dealing with nature. 'fhe destrnctive shocks of the 
earthquke and the crash of the thunderbolt, are other instances 
of the way iu which he has "subdued" the forces of the physical 
world. The great discoveries of recent years in electricity, 
magnetism, and thermo-dynamics, are of the same order as 
tho~e which men early learned respecting gravity. Mankind 
soon learned that water tends to run dowl) hill; that bodies fall 
if unsupported; that fire burns, etc. It w,is reserved for later 
years to discover that if vapor of water be heated it expands, or 
that chemical action is a source of electricity, or that electricity 
tends to tlow from places of high to those of lower potential. 
But who ever heard of a man who could change the action of 
gravity and cause water to run up hill; or of a scientific man 
who could make electricity flow from points of low to those of 
high potential? No: the laws of nature remain constant and 
unsubdued; man stands amazed, dumbfounded in the presence 
of her stupendous exhibitions, unable to comprehend or to guide 
her in her fury. 
The author of the ~trticle adduces another argument to 
prove that mind is of too lofty a nature to he studied by any of 
the coarse methods used by the physiologist. Ile says: "The 
soul of 1iia11 is a creati1)e energy, and this is absolntely incon-
ceivable in a power that is wholly under the dominion of cause 
an<l effect. 'fake genius, the spirit of discovery, the inventive 
faculty, any di;;play of that creative power whereby the human 
race moves onward arnl upward in civilization and culture. 
and, relaxing which, it will go back a.gain into ages of the 
d1msest superstition aml gloom-how could this upward nisns 
of soi.11 be set down in any category of nature's laws ? " Newton, 
Shakespeare au<l others are then mentioned as examples of cre-
ative geniuses. The ·mind, we are told, creates. It has a power 
which places it on snch a high plane that it must not he studied 
by the help of scalpel or electric current. Let 11s see what this 
"creative genius" is. Does it really make new things from new 
elements \I Or does it simply take elements cognizable by 
mind and put them in new form ~ Dr. Channing says it is the 
disth~ction of genius "to discover more of truth than ordinary 
minds." It is not a creator. It rather sees existing relations 
and dependencies, other combinations and trnths which had not 
bee11 remarked hefore. It rearranges and embodies old ele-
ments in-new ways, much as a skilled artisan adapts old, famil-
iar principles to new purposes. We be1ieve it is an established 
principie with respect to the creative imagination that no 
genius can construct an image which is ahsolute~y new. 'fo 
create is not its province. We do not deny that great minds can 
arrange thoughts in new dresses, or that genius can discover 
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truths which others had failed to cognize. Hut we cannot say 
it create.~ truths, else they would not be truths, but figments of 
the imagination. To say genius can create a truth is as absurd 
as to say it can create a fact or event. In another place he 
asks: " What has the anatomy of the brain to say on all those 
deeper matters which involve the moral freedom of the finite 
spirit in its relation to the Infinite ? " ,v e answer that physiol-
ogists are not likely to meddle with such questions for a long 
time. In fact, until the metaphysicians and theologians can 
come to some agreement on such questions we do not see any 
solid ground which can he torn away. 
.In the latter portion of the article we find a few genuine 
reasons for this attack upon the physicists and biologists. 
Speaking of the discoveries in regard to reflex action, and the 
line which separates voluntary from involuntary actions, and 
the possibility that our minds may, after all, he mere automata, 
he says: "But the revolt against such doctrine is so universal 
and instinctive, because of the indefeasable prerogative of 
consciousness to be hehl a factor in all such matters, that we 
refrain from pronouncing the oracles we hear to he either 
deceptive or premature." The idea tlr.it our minds are autom-
ata is revolting; hence, we are told, any discoveries tending to 
prove Urnt our faculties are automatic in their mode of action, 
are "deceptive and premature." This argument itself is decep-
tive and pernicious. It has heen the greatest obstacle to true 
progress in knowledge the world has ever known. The ancients 
believed our earth to .be the center of the universe. It was 
"revolting" to suppose that man could occupy any-0ther than 
the central sphere. Hence, no man was tolerated who dared to 
suggest that the sun was the central point. The word automa-
ton is revolting to the old fashioned metaphysician. But if it 
be true that the word describes, in a measure, the movement of 
some of the faculties, why not use it ? The matter is purely a 
scientific one. The question is not whether it is "revolting," 
but whether it is true. It is strange that so intelligent a writer 
can ignore this fact. The idea that, after all, man is. related to 
the apes, may be revolting, but is it any the less a proper sub-
ject of scientific research ? And if it should ever become a 
settled fact, is there any use den:,oing it 't '.rJie author of 
"Neurology and the Human Soul" is afraid consciousness will 
be robbed of its vocation. He seems to think that tlie solid fact 
of " being" is sufficient. "I am," " the world exists," are postu-
lates sufficient on which to found all legitimate study of mind. 
We believe he has signally failed to sustain the position that 
mind is of such lofty "being" that it should be studied 
without the help of anatomy and physics. We claim thaf the 
mental processes are so subtle that all possible aids are needed 
to solve its mysteries. In a future article we shall endeavor to 
show that the physiologist and physicist have already contribu-
ted solid information respecting the brain and its functions. 
,T. K. M. 
SCIENTIFIC THEORIES. 
Science is full to a surfeit of the grave blunde1's occasioned 
lJy the improper and unwarranted use to which scientific theo-
ries have been subjected. The pseudo-scientist.is always ready 
with his " theory " for the explanation of any and every phe-
nomenon that presents itself; he has only to" rise and explain." 
Facts are to him as naught; it is sufficient that the theoty can 
be applied to the observed phenomenon. 'fhus are many of the 
theories of to-day, especially those which relate to the natural 
sciences, loaded with apparent inconsistencies, but which, when 
viewed from the standpoint of the scientist, are found to 
be only the delusions of those mentioned above. It is conceded 
by all that, in order to argue intelligently on any question, it is 
imperatively necessary that each understand the terms used by 
the other, and that the same terms should always be used in the 
same sense, or else the discussio~ will be one of verbal abstrac-
tions only, destitue of even the shadow of reality. 
When any field of human research is crowned by such mar-
Yelous successes as modern science, it is useless to rail against 
it. We cannot believe that the best intellects whicl~ \tdorn this 
progressive era of discovery and irrvention, arenot actuated by 
the purest sentiment that vibrates in the human breast.· 
But, to return-a scientific theory may be defined as the sym-
bolical representative of a property, or several properties, that 
many individuals have in common. Thus, while a theory is the 
embodiment of facts, it differs from a fact in this, that, while a fact 
needs no explanation and admits of no modification, theories, 
b\ling a relation of facts to one another, are susceptible of vari-
ation. Thus.while science is scrupulously exact in details, the 
higher she ascends the more general her processes become; but, 
while they do hecom~ general, they by no means lose their cer-' 
tainty. A true theory can be formed only by induction, and the 
beauty of it lies in this, that it is susceptible of verificatfon by 
deductiol'l. But the'. verification extends only as far as the 
induction that gave it birth. 
If we take scientists on the one hand, and any other pro-
fession on tlrn other, and institute a comparison as to the pains-
taking care manifested in the formation of. their respective. 
theories, it is marvelous to note the preponderance we obtain 
in favor of the scientist. A scientific theory cannot be formed 
by a leap of the imagination (though the most respectable 
theory of which science boasts-the theo~·y of Gravitation-
was thus formed, it is said, by the genius of Newton); before it 
can be enunciated there must be a long and laborious o_bserva-
tion of facts: these facts must be understood in all their 
relations; this process involves those prime tes.ts of all rela-
tions-contrast and comparison; then comes the crow11ing act-
conception: giving origin to the theory, that binds tµgeth(:lr .the 
phenomena into a simpie, coherent, homogeneous unity. 
Contrast, comparison. con<ception, this is the trinity. by 
means of which the true scientist advances, step by_step, with-
out fear of fail, from the known into the misty borderland from 
whence are derivt>d the elevating and humaniz.ing aids, th!) 
•pride of scientists, the priceless possessions of mankind .. 
Since .a scientific theory is symbolical, it truly represents the 
idea that pervades the entire class of phenomena to which it 
can be applied. That a stone falls to the ground is fully 
explained by referring it to gravity as its cause. So, too, in 
regard to the theory of life for which the biologist is so diligently 
searching, is really the idea that he wants, and not so much the 
fact. The true scientist does not look forward to the time when 
·he will be able to toy with .the principle of life as the· chemist 
does with his compounds; but he does expect that from a inore 
thorough study of nature's manifestations, he will be able to 
construe to his mind a more intelligible idlla of life .than at 
present. The only caution to be observed in this process is .not 
to materialize ideas, into which not a few scientists have unwit-
tingly fallen. Dealing largely with facts and observations of 
the material world, there is danger of elevating consequences 
and conclusions into causes and principles. 
But while scientific theories are subject to abuse, it is grat-
ifying to note that the true scientist never abuses this wonder-
ful instrument-an instnimllnt that not only unifies the known, 
but also indicates the unknown. Sweep away fro·m science her 
theories, and science will be no more-where all now is order •. 
confusion would reign alone. The innumerable facts that sci-
ence has revealed, unless they could be referred to a general 
principle, would require a lifetime for their mastery; but, 
thanks to the theory, these myriads may be mastered, and, once 
having the key well in hand the earnest student advances · 
through the boundless domain of science, gleaning new truths • 
from unexpected quarters, thus swelling the grand retinue that 
ornaments modern science. 
8 THE AURORA. [JULY, 
LOCAL. 
About one-third of the stndents remain at the College dur-
ing the recess of one week. 
. The ,Juniors insist that the mock programme lacked one of 
the· thr-ee dimensions-thickness. 
'72 + •7r, = 1. Prof. F. L. Harvey, Ada Bartle, .Tune 27, 1878. 
May unending happiness be theirs. 
Seniors Mount and Wilson, of the civil engineers, were 11-vel-
ing for a sewer in AmeR, two weeks ago Saturday. 
Lightning ! That'R what our new chapel clock is run by, 
it being connected hy wire with the regulator in the laboratory. 
Prof, Budd's strawberry lwdR yielded this season in the 
neighborhood of 2000 qnarts, of which the students consumed 
the greater part. 
Wonders will never cease. One of the Sophomore chem-
ists got metallic globules out of calcium ! If any on~ doubts 
this statement, he may ask the occupant of desk 17. 
"How did you make it i'" " I tell you, that was hard ! " 
"Do you think you passed i'" etc., are the exclamations that 
have been heard on all sides during examination week. 
The greater share of the students spent the Fourth at 
Ames. President Welch delivered the oration, which was by 
all who heard it. highly commended. The College military 
company made a fine appearance. 
'76. .J. D. Lonsdale, recently graduating at Dartmouth, in 
ttre Thayer School of Civil Engineering, has been assisting H. 
R. Patrick, •7r,, in surveying the railroad between Des Moines 
aml Ames, with a view to making new plats and profiles .. , 
Prof. Proctor, of Des Moines, gave a most brilliant perform-
ance on the piano, before Profs. ,vynn, Bessey, Stanton, and 
others, in the music room immediately after the Junior Exhib-
tion. He is now conducting a musical convention at Ames. 
'72. On the 10th inst., at the Republican Judicial Conven-
tion of this district, ,John L. Stevens was. nominated for Dis-
trict Attorney. On his return from the convention, he was 
received by the Ames Cornet band with a vigorous serenade. 
Messrs. Welch and Taft, members of the senior class of 
Rumbolt College, spent a few days at the College during the 
month. If they represent the kind of material they have in 
Humholt College, it nef'd not take a hack seat to any in the 
state. 
This season will see the road between the College and Ames 
thoroughly repaired. The grade of the entire length will he 
raised about.two feet. The expense will be defrayed by sub-
scriptions hy tllf' professors of tllf' Collegf' and the business men 
of Ames. 
Prof. Wynn has been elected to the chair of English Liter-
ature in Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio, his Alma Mater. 
We hope the inducements offered will not be sufficient to take 
the Professor from the Agricultural College; we cannot afford 
to lose him. 
Among our many old student visitors during the past 
month were Messrs. Shaw, Hardin, Jordan,Leech, King, ,Vhite, 
Macomber, McCray, Garard, Stratton, Hunt, Patrick, Cessna, 
Bouck, Applegate, Houston, and Misses Carpenter. Neal, Ross, 
Harlow, Lane, Hull, "rright, Daniels, and Lorn,dale. 
Dr. G. H. Magoun, president of Iowa College, Grinnell, 
delivered an interesting discourse in chapel Sunday afternoon. 
All unite in pronouncing it one of the best sermons ever deliv-
ered .. at the College. Our sermons for the past hlrm have all 
been unuslmlly good, as the attentive aia:diences luwe hlstified. 
Prof. Bes~y•s lecture before th-e Clioli&n socitlty, on "Ca.m-
bri.dge and its surroundings," was well appl'eci.Mied. Tlwl rectu-re 
was interesting, and as, the Prof. in his energetic way, spoke 
about the different things of interest, it seemed as though we 
were viewing them with our own· eyes. ,vhy do we not 
have more such lectures. 
The work on the College garden house is progressing rap-
idly. The frame is raised and enough done to show the design, 
which presents a good ·appearance. 1Vhen finished it will not 
only supply a long-felt want but add another attraction to the 
College surroundings. We understand that it will contain a 
lecture room for the Profesfmr of Horticulture. 
We regret to learn that quite a number of our best students 
are not coming back this fall, among whom are Misses Bell, 
Bradford, Beach, and Messrs. Hanford, Bell, Ahlers, Hess, and 
Corison. Their labors will not be forgotten, and, though they 
are not working with us, we trust that they will sometimes 
think of the work done.and the pleasant days spent at the I. A. C. 
"Oh, were you ne'er a school boy, 
And did you never train ? " 
Thus soliloquized a S()phomore member of the military com-
pany as he wended his way collegeward on the morning of the 
fourth of .July, after having slept in the dew tlie previous night 
with no other covering than the canopy of heaven and no other 
company than a big brass cannon. 
A certain ,Junior has made a discovery that may prove val-
uable to the science of chemistry. This enterprising student 
had a bouquet presented to him. Being a chemist, he placed it 
in nitric acid to keep it fresh as long as possible. The next 
morning he found a green precipitate, at the bottom of the 
beaker, which he supposed to be chlorophyll, notwithstanding, 
the Prof. thinks the beaker was not very clean. 
P1·of. W- to Prof. Bessey:-
Low lies the brute in the wallowing pool. 
That died in the effort to keep itself cool; 
Two scientists passing, on hearing its groans, 
Saluted it with a shower of stones. 
Was it science or sin, mental clearness or fog, 
That impelled them thus to abuse this hog ? 
• Among the graduates at the commencement exercises of 
the Des Moines Law School, held at Indianola, were G. A. Gar-
ard, L. E. Spencer, ,T. F. Hardin, of '76, E. L. King, H. M. White, 
of '77, and R.R. Leech, of '7!!. All delivered orations of which 
the 1iapers speak highly. The boys have not yet ventured to 
hang out their shingles, we helieve, hnt just as soon as they do, 
not wishing them ill, we hope they will "he driven to death" 
with clients. 
The following named officers werr elected for the ensuing 
term by their respective Rocieties: 
PHIL0MATHEAN.--A. L. Hanson, Pres.; G. C. Faville, Vice 
Pres.; Ida M. Rollison, Rec. Sec.; F. N. Field, Cor. Sec.; C. F. 
Saylor, '.rreas.; Alice Batten1by, Librarian; ,T. F. Saylor, Critic; 
H. Martin, Chaplain; F, S. Stough, Ida Beach, Ushers. 
CRESCENT.-R. Burke, Pres.; ,J. C. Hainer, Vice l'res.; Car-
rie C. Lane, Rec. Sec.; C.H. McGrew, Cor. Sec.; G. W. Wilson, 
Treas.; Emma ~~He~ry, f\tms.or; ,Julia V. Ford, Librarian; 
Mary Devoss, Critic;:-.. E. A1~strong, Usher. 
Pursuant to notice, the Alurnni present held a meeting on 
the night of the ,Junior exhibition to consider the feasibility of 
a grand Alumni meeting this fall. By a unanimous vote it was 
decided to call a meeting, and a committee on programme and 
arrangements was appointed consisting of Professors Stalker, 
'73, and Stanton, '72, and Miss Ellen ,v. Hadow, '76. The offi-
cel'!I of the association are, M. Stalker, '73, president; Winifred 
Dudley, '76, secretary; T. L. Smith, '77, treasurer. This is a 
move in the right direction, and we do not doubt it will be sec-
onded by the presence of from fifty to one hundred .of the om 
hundred and twenty-three grad_uates of the College. ·N otict 
will be given of programme and other particulars in due time. 
